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Abstract

Technologies for information security are actively used in organizations where information is intensely used. Information security covers the entire process of protection, processing, and transmission of information within organizations. The information security process starts with a security policy designed to protect the organization’s general assets. Information security policies include rules and practices on obligations of employees, the use of security control instruments and the management of process. In healthcare management, information management systems provide the information needed at each stage of processes related to health care activities. Hospital Information Management Systems (HIMS) are an example for the use of information and communication technology in healthcare. Hospitals are complex structures where multiple functions are carried out together. As well as keeping a complete medical record, basic functions of hospital information management system can be listed as keeping financial records, using resources properly, increasing the service quality, provision of information support for important decisions for clinicians and managers. In this frame, information security and patient privacy are critical points for these functions in healthcare management.
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The Value and Importance of Health Information Privacy

Ethical health research and privacy protections both provide valuable benefits to society. Health research is vital to improving human health and health care. Protecting patients involved in research from harm and preserving their rights is essential to ethical research. The primary justification for protecting personal privacy is to protect the interests of individuals. In contrast, the primary justification for collecting personally identifiable health information for health research is to benefit society. But it is important to stress that privacy also has value at the societal level, because it permits complex activities, including research and public health activities to be carried out in ways that protect individuals’ dignity. At the same time, health research can benefit individuals, for example, when it facilitates access to new therapies, improved diagnostics, and more effective ways to prevent illness and deliver care.

The intent of this chapter is to define privacy and to delineate its importance to individuals and society as a whole.

Patient Attitudes About Privacy in Health Research

In summary, very limited data are available to assess the privacy value of the Privacy Rule provisions that impact researchers. Surveys indicate that the public is deeply concerned about the privacy and security of personal health information, and that the HIPAA Privacy Rule has perhaps reduced—but not eliminated—those concerns. Patients were generally very supportive of research, provided safeguards were established to protect the privacy and security of their medical information, although some surveys indicate that a significant portion of the public would still prefer to control access to their medical records via consent, even if the information is anonymized. Studies indicate that public support for research and willingness to share health information varies with health status and the type of research conducted and depends on the patients’ trust
that their information will be kept private and confidential.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on its assessment of the records described on this chapter, the committee agreed on an overarching principle to guide the formation of recommendations. The committee affirms the importance of preserving and improving the privacy of fitness statistics. In the context of fitness research, privacy consists of the commitment to address personal records of sufferers and studies contributors with meaningful privacy protections, including strong protection measures, transparency, and duty. These commitments enlarge to everyone who collects, uses, or has access to identifiable health records of patients and research participants. Practices of security, transparency, and accountability take on awesome importance in the fitness research setting: Researchers and other data users should disclose virtually how and why personal data is being collected, used, and secured, and have to be difficulty to legally enforceable obligations to ensure that individually identifiable facts are used accurately and securely. In this manner, privacy will help to make certain participation & public accept as true with and self-assurance in medical studies.

As a part of the procedure of enforcing this principle into the federal oversight regime of health studies, the committee recommends that each one of the institutions inside the fitness research network which are concerned inside the collection, use, and disclosure of for my part identifiable fitness facts need to take strong measures to safeguard the security of fitness data. For example, establishments could:

- Appoint a protection officer responsible for assessing information protection desires and enforcing answers and workforce training.
- Make more use of encryption and different strategies for records security.
- Include records safety specialists on IRBs.
- Implement a breach notification requirement, so that sufferers can also take steps to guard their identity inside the event of a breach.
- Implement layers of security protection to take away single factors of vulnerability to safety breaches.
- Genuine privacy-enhancing strategies that minimize or put off the gathering of individually identifiable statistics.
- Standardized self-evaluations and security audits and certification applications to assist institutions acquire the goal of safeguarding the safety of private health information.

Effective fitness privacy protections require effective records security measures. The HIPAA Security Rule (which entails a set of regulatory provisions separate from the Privacy Rule) already units a ground for facts security standards within protected entities, but no longer all establishments that behavior fitness research are concern to HIPAA regulations. Also, the survey information presented on this chapter show that neither the HIPAA Privacy Rule nor the HIPAA Security Rule have directly improved public confidence that personal health facts might be saved confidential. Therefore, all institutions conducting fitness research must undertake measures to strengthen records protections. For example, given the latest spate of lost or stolen laptops containing patient health facts, encryption must be required for all laptops and detachable media containing such data. However, in general, given the differences a few the missions and sports of establishments within the health research network, some flexibility in the implementation of unique safety measures will be necessary.
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